What do you like the most about the Would you recommend us to a
colleague/customer/partner? Why?
service?
The speed and follow-up of the cases. This allows us
to understand the participants’ progress and to keep
on improving in the offered content.

Case study:

Diavaz
“Wormhole Campus has been with me
since the first Google search until today”
Iván García Ortega, Organizational Development Consultant in Diavaz - the Mexican group
which provides services and solutions for the oil industry - easily answers why he has chosen
Wormhole to train thousands of employees all over the world.

Iván, what does your company do?
Customer: Diavaz Group

Since 1973, Grupo Diavaz has been one of the companies with the greatest experience in Mexico, and from
then on, we have developed a sound knowledge of the
energy sector. Through different strategic partnerships, we have positioned ourselves as a reference in
the oil and gas value chain, at worldwide level.

Sector: Oil & Gas
Type: Training
Country: Mexico
Scope of Provinces / Countries: Mexico and Latin
America

Yes, because it is a super tool with an excellent price.
Sometimes, words are not needed. It is necessary to
prove it to understand this tool’s potential.

About Diavaz

About Wormhole

Grupo Diavaz is an organization of a group
of companies and strategic joint ventures,
formed with the objective of providing integral services and solutions for the oil industry,
by using leading edge technologies available
in the market, and putting them to work for its
customers.

The leader Live Learning platform in Latin
America gives its customers the simplest,
fastest, and most intuitive method to reach all
students, no matter where they are, from any
mobile device.

Based with his sound knowledge of the energy
sector, our Group has a mission focused towards
the creation of value by providing professional
quality services for its clients, observing and
adhering to the safety and environmental protection regulations, and establishing itself as an
environmentally responsible company.

More than 3 million people, from their companies, institutions and nonprofit organizations
choose the platform to train and be updated,
keeping the quality of a traditional training.

Website: www.diavaz.com

Which was the need of your company
when contacting Wormhole?
We needed a training administrator to allow us to
connect all our employees to keep them updated
with internal policies, changes, regulations and other
necessary documentation in the area.

How did you hear about us?
My first approach was as a regular Internet user. I took
my computer, searched in Google and found you in
the first place. After going through some companies,
I chose to fill in a form and you contacted me quickly
to tell me about the platform features.

Which solution to the need of your
company has our service offered you?
I started with a basic plan, with 250 employees, to test

Solution: Wormhole Campus

identification and reception of our area. Sometimes,
technological changes arrive faster than collaborator’s preparation.As the tool is intuitive, they learned
really fast, so we decided to include more employees
to our trainings.

Which are the benefits that our product
has brought you?
The platform is agile, dynamic and with an excellent
customer service support. In those real moments,
when you have to take the first course or prove if
the person taking the course is learning, Wormhole
Campus enormously exceeds our expectations. You
are there in each moment and that gives us security.
(+54 11) 5254-0100

info@wormholeit.com

www.wormholeit.com

